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Abstract
Recent work has suggested that the US Supreme Court’s ruling in Citizens United (2010),
eliminating restrictions on independent campaign expenditures, increased the election
probabilities of Republican state legislative candidates (Klumpp et al. in J Law Econ
59(1):1–43, 2016). Left unexplored has been whether the Court’s ruling in Citizens United
increased not only the number of Republican state legislators, but also the conservatism of
their estimated policy preferences, net of any effects on election probabilities. We attempt
to distinguish between the possible electoral and preference effects of Citizens United.
Our estimates consistently suggest that Citizens United led not only to greater likelihoods
of election for Republican state legislative candidates, but also to larger within-district
increases in their conservatism. The estimates, which are robust to a series of matching and
placebo exercises, may provide support for the claim that more money in elections has contributed to greater conservatism among state-level Republican officeholders.
Keywords Citizens United · Campaign finance · Polarization
JEL Classification D70 · D71 · D72
A spending edge is the only thing that gives a Republican a chance to compete.
Senator Mitch McConnell, Jr. (R, Kentucky)1

1 Introduction
Over the past two decades, the Republican Party has experienced remarkable success in
US state legislative races. Before the 1992 elections, the party held majorities in 31%
of state legislative chambers. After the 2018 elections, the party held majorities in 62%
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of state legislative chambers. The largest single gain during that period was during the
2010 elections, when the proportion of state legislative chambers with Republican Party
majorities increased from 37 to 59%.
The growth in the number of state legislative seats held by Republican incumbents has
been noted widely in the popular press. What has been less widely noted is that Republican-majority state legislative chambers have grown not only in number, but also in conservatism. Both trends are reported in Figs. 1 and 2 through 2016, the last year for which
NPAT Common Space preference estimates are available for state legislators (Shor and
McCarty 2011). Those trends remain largely unexplained (Barber and McCarty 2015).

Fig. 1  Proportion of state legislative chambers with Republican majorities. Source: National Conference on
State Legislatures

Fig. 2  Average state legislative medians of chambers with Republican majorities. Source: Shor and McCarty (2011)
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Recent work has suggested that the growing availability of money in elections,
explained in no small part by Supreme Court rulings striking down federal and state
campaign finance statutes, may have contributed both to the success rates of Republican state legislative candidates, and to their increasing conservatism. The Court’s ruling
in Buckley v. Valeo (1976), for example, striking down statutes in 26 states restricting
campaign spending in state legislative and gubernatorial races, increased both the election chances of Republican state legislative and gubernatorial candidates, and the conservatism of concurrently elected Republican House incumbents in states affected by
the ruling (Harvey 2019). The Court’s decision in Citizens United, striking down limits on independent campaign expenditures by corporations and labor unions, increased
the probability of election of Republican candidates for lower state legislative chambers
(Klumpp et al. 2016).2 Left unexplored has been whether the Court’s ruling in Citizens
United not only increased the election probabilities of Republican state legislative candidates, but also moved their preferences in a more conservative direction, net of any
effects on election probabilities.
We attempt to distinguish empirically between the electoral and preference effects of
Citizens United using both difference in differences (DD) and matching designs. We find
that the removal of state bans on independent campaign expenditures led not only to the
election of more Republican state legislators, but also to larger within-district increases
in the conservatism of newly elected Republican state legislators. Pre-ruling placebo
tests indicate that the same effects are not found in any years prior to 2010. Placebo tests
using the five-point ideology question from the Cooperative Congressional Election Study
(CCES) suggest that the observed treatment effects are not explained by differential evolutions in voters’ long-term ideological preferences across control and treatment states. We
conclude with a discussion of the possible relevance of the findings to the claim that the
greater availability of campaign funds has contributed to the conservative shift in the preferences of Republican elected officials.

2 Identifying the effects of money in elections
Theory suggests that allowing political candidates greater access to campaign funds may
induce them to move rightward as they compete for elective office. In a right-skewed
income distribution, such as that in the United States, we would expect the median campaign donor to favor less redistribution, relative to the median voter, and therefore disproportionately to support candidates favoring less income redistribution (Feddersen and Gul
2014). We might then expect that an increase in the availability of campaign funds disproportionately would benefit candidates endorsing more conservative policy positions.
Numerous empirical studies have attempted to estimate the effects of campaign contributions on legislators’ policy positions (Stratmann 1995; Bronars and Lott 1997; Stratmann 2002; Ansolabehere et al. 2003; Stratmann 2005; Mian et al. 2010). Those studies
have, however, struggled with identification issues (Stratmann 2018). Money can affect
policy choices from the sidelines, without ever being contributed: the mere knowledge that

2
The Federal Election Commission defines an independent expenditure as one that “expressly advocates
the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate; and is not made in consultation or cooperation with,
or at the request or suggestion of a candidate, candidate’s committee, party committee or their agents”
(https://www.fec.gov/help-candidates-and-committees/making-independent-expenditures).
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donations can be made may affect incumbents’ policy choices (Fox and Rothenberg 2011).
Conversely, the fact that donors’ policy positions are correlated with incumbents’ policy
positions does not imply that donors have influenced electoral outcomes; donors could contribute to candidates who already share their policy positions (Hall 2015).
Some studies have used changes in campaign finance laws to identify the effects of campaign contributions on legislators’ policy positions, generally finding that restrictions on
money in elections advantage candidates with more liberal policy positions. Besley and
Case (2003) found that state statutes restricting corporate campaign contributions were
correlated positively with the Democratic Party’s seat shares in both chambers of state legislatures between 1950 and 2000. Hall (2015) likewise found that state statutes prohibiting corporate campaign contributions between 1990 and 2012 were associated with larger
Democratic seat shares in state legislatures. Klumpp et al. (2016) found that Republican
candidates for seats in the lower chambers of state legislatures were approximately six percentage points more likely to win election in states affected by the Supreme Court’s ruling
in Citizens United, striking restrictions on independent campaign expenditures, relative to
states unaffected by the ruling. Harvey (2019) reported evidence that the Court’s decision
in Buckley v. Valeo (1976), eliminating restrictions on candidate spending in elections,
increased not only Republican state legislative and gubernatorial vote-shares, but also the
conservatism of concurrently elected Republican US House incumbents in states affected
by the ruling.
Left unexplored by prior studies, however, is the question of whether the Court’s ruling
in Citizens United increased not only the election probabilities of Republican state legislative candidates, but also the conservatism of their policy preferences, net of any effects on
election probabilities.

3 
Citizens United v. FEC (2010)
Prior to their Court-induced repeal in 2010, prohibitions on independent campaign expenditures by corporations and labor unions were of long standing. At the federal level, the
Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 had prohibited any corporation or labor organization from making a “contribution or expenditure in connection with any election” for federal office. The
Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974 incorporated that prohibition into
Section 441b, while creating an option for corporations and unions to set up political action
committees (PACs) permitted to accept voluntary donations from corporate employees or
union members, for the purpose of making campaign contributions or independent expenditures in elections. Donations, contributions and expenditures all were limited strictly
under that option.
In 1986, the Supreme Court narrowed the reach of Section 441b’s ban on corporate
or union independent expenditures in elections to include only those expenditures constituting “express advocacy” for or against a clearly identified candidate, and carved out an
exception to the ban for nonprofit voluntary political associations [FEC v. Massachusetts
Citizens for Life, Inc. (1986)]. In 1990 the Court rejected a First Amendment challenge to
a state-level ban on independent corporate expenditures for or against candidates for office
[Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce (1990)].
In 2002, Congress passed the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (BCRA) to extend
Section 441b’s ban on independent campaign expenditures by corporations and unions to
include expenditures that, while avoiding the so-called “magic words” of express advocacy,
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nonetheless were the functional equivalent of express advocacy. Such television or radio
ads, termed “electioneering communications”, were defined by whether a candidate was
mentioned by name, the closeness of an upcoming primary or general election, and the size
of the audience reached. In 2007, the Supreme Court narrowed this provision to prohibit
only corporate- or union-sponsored electioneering communications that were “susceptible
of no reasonable interpretation other than as an appeal to vote for or against a specific candidate” [FEC v. Wisconsin Right to Life, Inc. (2007)].
As recounted by Spencer and Wood (2014), the Court’s ruling in Citizens United v.
FEC, 558 US 310, issued on January 21, 2010, largely was unexpected. The appellant in
the case, a small nonprofit conservative organization that had accepted a negligible amount
in corporate contributions, had not originally posed a First Amendment challenge to independent spending in support of express advocacy by corporations and unions. The communication in question, a feature-length film about Hillary Clinton to be broadcast on
demand, did not meet the traditional definition of express advocacy. The question posed by
the appellant was merely whether the film could receive an exemption from BCRA’s ban
on electioneering communications, whether because the film was capable of an interpretation other than as an appeal to vote against Hillary Clinton, because video on demand is
not broadcast television, because the likely audience would have been sufficiently small, or
because Citizens United had received only a trivial sum in corporate contributions.
But in a sweeping First Amendment ruling, the Supreme Court held that no independent
expenditures of any kind could be constitutionally restricted under the First Amendment:
“We now conclude that independent expenditures, including those made by corporations,
do not give rise to corruption or the appearance of corruption” (558 US 331).3
The broad First Amendment ruling in Citizens United also repealed the bans on corporate and union independent expenditures in state legislative and gubernatorial races then
on the books in 23 states, rendering these bans invalid for the remainder of the 2010 state
election cycle.4 Many of the state bans had pre-dated the Taft-Hartley Act. Figure 8 in
“Appendix” section maps the states that had such bans in place in 2010, and the date of the
first election in which each statute took effect.
Citizen United’s unexpected repeal of the state-level independent spending bans
created a natural experiment. States adopting independent spending bans were forced
to repeal them without having chosen to do so voluntarily; indeed, elected officials in
repeal states were vocal in expressing their hostility to the Court’s ruling (Spencer and
Wood 2014). Some recent work has taken advantage of that natural experiment. Werner
(2011) found that Citizens United did not significantly affect the share prices of more
politically active firms, but Coates (2012) found that the ruling increased corporate
political activity of all kinds (including lobbying and PAC involvement) and reduced the
market values of firms that were politically active before the decision; Burns and Jindra
(2014) found that the ruling increased share prices of more heavily regulated firms and
of firms headquartered in states affected by the ruling; and Skaife and Werner (2019)

3
In SpeechNow.org et al. v. FEC, decided on March 26, 2010, the D.C. Circuit Court held that Citizens
United also invalidated any restrictions on contributions by individuals to independent expenditure-only
political action committees, or political action committees formed solely to pool individual contributions
for the purpose of making independent campaign expenditures.
4
We follow Klumpp et al. (2016) in coding New Hampshire’s $5000 cap on corporate independent spending as effectively a ban, and also in coding Montana’s statute as having been repealed for the 2010 elections, owing to an injunction granted on October 18, 2010 to suspend the statute.
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Fig. 3  Reported outside spending in federal elections, excluding party committees. Source: Center for
Responsive Politics

found that the ruling reduced the share prices of more politically active firms whose
managers were more insulated from shareholder accountability. Spencer and Wood
(2014) reported larger post-ruling increases in independent campaign expenditures,
especially by groups not required to disclose the identities of their donors, in states
affected by the ruling relative to states not affected by it. Werner and Coleman (2014)
found that, during the period prior to the ruling, state-level restrictions on independent
spending by corporations and unions had no significant effects on minimum wage levels, but induced pro-management changes in antitakeover statutes. Klumpp et al. (2016)
reported a within-district effect of Citizens United on the probability that a Republican
candidate would win a state legislative election.
Whether Citizens United had any consequences for the policy positions of elected officials, however, is still an open empirical question. We ask, conditional on the electoral
effect reported by Klumpp et al. (2016), did the repeal of state-level restrictions on independent expenditures lead to larger within-district increases in the conservatism of state
legislators in those states affected by Citizens United, relative to states that were not
affected by it?
Following Klumpp et al. (2016), we focus on that reduced form question, rather than on
the flow of money that we presume mediated between the bans’ repeal and state legislators’ preferences, because of the difficulties inherent in identifying the causal impact of
campaign money (Fox and Rothenberg 2011; Hall 2015). We nonetheless note empirical
evidence that is not inconsistent with the proposition that Citizens United increaased disproportionately the availability of campaign funds for more conservative state legislative
candidates. As summarized in Fig. 3, prior to Citizens United, reported outside spending
in federal races was dominated by groups predominantly supporting liberal (Democratic)
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Fig. 4  Reported outside spending in support of state legislative candidates. Source: National Institute on
Money in State Politics

candidates. However, after Citizens United, reported outside spending in federal races
has been dominated by groups predominantly supporting conservative (Republican)
candidates.5
Likewise, as reported in Fig. 4, the ratio of independent spending in support of Republican state legislative candidates to that in support of Democratic state legislative candidates
grew more in the first post-Citizens United elections in treated states, relative to the same
ratio in control states.6
We emphasize, however, that drawing inferences from spending is suspect for the reasons discussed above; we instead look at the direct effects of the repeal of state independent spending bans on within-district changes in state legislators’ preferences.

5
The Center for Responsive Politics reports total outside spending as an aggregation of independent
expenditures, electioneering communications, and communications costs; more details on the definitions of
those categories can be found at http://www.opensecrets.org/outsidespending/cycle_tots.php.
6
The National Institute on Money in State Politics reports independent spending in support of state legislative candidates for those states with disclosure requirements, which here include Arkansas, California,
Idaho, Illinois, Maine, Missouri, and Washington (control states), and Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Iowa, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, North Carolina, New Hampshire,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin, West Virginia, and Wyoming
(treated states). Also see Spencer and Wood (2014), who found larger increases in per capita independent
expenditures in state elections between 2006 and 2010 in treated states, relative to control states. Besley and
Case (2003) likewise found that state statutes restricting corporate campaign contributions were positively
associated with the Democratic seat share in both chambers of state legislatures between 1950 and 2000;
Hall (2015) found both that corporations disproportionately contributed to the Republican Party in state
legislative races from 1990 through 2012, and that state statutes prohibiting corporate contributions during
that period were associated with larger Democratic seat shares in state legislatures.
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4 Distinguishing electoral and preference effects
4.1 Data
Using state legislative election data sourced from the National Institute on Money in State
Politics, Klumpp et al. (2016) estimated the within-district effect of Citizens United on the
probability that a Republican candidate would win a state legislative election, controlling
for election year fixed effects, state linear time trends in Republican election probabilities,
and time-varying state-level covariates. They found that, in states affected by the ruling,
Republican candidates for lower chamber state legislative seats were 5.7 percentage points
more likely to win election after the ruling, relative to states not affected by the ruling.
Our question is whether, conditional on that previously observed electoral effect, Citizens United also shifted the preferences of state legislators further to the right in states
affected by the ruling, relative to states not affected by it.
In order to test that hypothesis, we need to isolate the effect of Citizens United on state
legislators’ preferences from the ruling’s effect on their probabilities of election. Voters
in states affected by Citizens United became more likely to elect Republican state legislators after the ruling, relative to voters in states not affected by the ruling. We call that the
electoral effect of Citizens United. Because Republican legislators generally are more conservative in their policy preferences, relative to Democratic legislators, the electoral effect
alone would have resulted in an increase in state legislators’ conservatism in states affected
by Citizens United, relative to unaffected states. What we want to know is whether Citizens
United also had a preference effect: holding constant the electoral effect, did the legislators
elected post-ruling move their policy prefernces in a more conservative direction in states
affected by the ruling, relative to states not affected by the ruling?
We source data from the American Legislatures Project, which reports preference estimates
for state legislators estimated from their roll call votes cast during each state legislative year.
Those estimates are then transformed into the common space of Project Vote Smart’s National
Political Awareness Test (now called the Political Courage Test), resulting in NPAT Common
Space scores (Shor and McCarty 2011). The estimates, scaled to lie between − 1 (most liberal)
and 1 (most conservative), are available for legislators sitting between 1993 and 2016, inclusive.7 We restrict our attention to legislators sitting between 2001 and 2016, inclusive. NPAT
estimates are not reported for all districts in all years. We further restrict our attention to districts
that have at least one pre-ruling preference estimate and at least one post-ruling preference estimate, and that elected only Democratic or Republican legislators throughout our study period.
A total of 5984 state legislative districts meet these conditions. Some 3361 of these
districts are located in states not affected by Citizens United; 2623 districts lie in states that
were affected by it. For each legislative-district year observation for which NPAT scores
are available, we know whether a Democratic or Republican legislator represented the district, and the estimated preferences of that legislator. The ruling in Citizens United was in
effect for state elections held in 2010, and thus for the 2011–2016 legislative years. Treated
states are those states identified in Fig. 8 as having a ban on independent spending in effect
at the time of Citizens United; control states are all other states.

7

State legislative preferences estimated from campaign donations are reported in the Database on Ideology, Money in Politics, and Elections (DIME) (Bonica 2015), but are available for state legislators only
through the 2012 election cycle.
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Fig. 5  Average proportion Republican

Fig. 6  Average NPAT score

Figures 5 and 6 report the pre- and post-treatment trends in the proportions of these
districts represented by Republican legislators and in the estimated preferences of the legislators representing them, averaged by control and treated states. Districts in both states
trend in the direction of electing more Republican and more conservative legislators in
2002, relative to 2000. In the 2004 elections, control and treated states diverge slightly,
with districts in control states continuing to elect more Republican and more conservative
legislators, and districts in treated states moving slightly in the direction of electing fewer
Republicans and less conservative legislators. In the 2006 and 2008 elections, districts
in both categories of states move in the direction of electing fewer Republicans and less
conservative legislators; this movement is somewhat steeper in the treated states. Because
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Table 1  DD estimates of effects
of Citizens United, 2001–2016

Prob of R legislator
Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
District/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

NPAT score

0.06***

0.07***

0.10**

0.10***

(0.02)
2.91
(2.17)
Yes
Yes
No
84,631

(0.02)
2.81
(3.60)
Yes
Yes
Yes
84,631

(0.04)
− 24.65***
(3.77)
Yes
Yes
No
84,631

(0.04)
− 22.69***
(5.38)
Yes
Yes
Yes
84,631

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; * p < 0.1

pre-treatment trends are not precisely parallel, all analyses that follow control for statespecific linear trends in outcome variables.
In the 2010 elections, districts in both categories of states move in the direction of electing more Republican and more conservative legislators; those movements are steeper in the
states affected by Citizens United. Districts in the latter states remain both more Republican and more conservative during the remainder of the post-treatment period.
Figure 6 indicates that state legislators became more conservative post-ruling in states
affected by Citizens United, relative to legislators in states unaffected by it. However, such
conservative gains could be explained entirely by the election of a larger number of Republican legislators in those states, as indicated in Fig. 5. In the analyses to follow, we attempt
to isolate a preference effect of Citizens United, conditional on the ruling’s electoral effect.

4.2 Analysis
We first attempt to replicate the Klumpp et al. (2016) finding for the districts represented in
Figs. 5 and 6, estimating the within-district linear probability that a district is represented
by a Republican legislator, as a function of the Court’s ruling in Citizens United. We then
estimate the within-district effect of the Court’s ruling on a legislator’s NPAT score. Outcomes are defined by district i in state s during year t and are assumed to be generated by
the following equation:
Republican∕NPAT Scoreist = 𝛽[Spending Bans × Post-CU t ] + 𝛾Xst + 𝛼is + 𝜇t + 𝜑s t + 𝜀ist
(1)
SpendingBans is a dummy variable equal to 1 if state s had a ban on independent spending
in place before the Court’s ruling in Citizens United. Post-CU t is a dummy variable equal
to 1 if the state legislative year is after 2010. District fixed effects 𝛼is (which subsume state
and chamber fixed effects) are entered to address differences in the probability of each outcome across districts unexplained by other variables. Year fixed effects 𝜇t are included to
absorb year-specific shocks unrelated to Citizens United. State-specific linear time trends
(𝜑s t ) control for trends in outcomes unrelated to Citizens United. We also include a vector
of time-varying state-level covariates ( Xst ), namely median household income and population percentages of African American, bachelor’s degree holders, persons aged 18–24, and
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Table 2  DD estimates of effects
of Citizens United, 2003–2012

Prob of R legislator
Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
District/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

NPAT score

0.08***

0.08***

0.13***

0.13***

(0.02)
3.73
(2.47)
Yes
Yes
No
50,379

(0.02)
0.78
(6.14)
Yes
Yes
Yes
50,379

(0.04)
− 19.79***
(4.33)
Yes
Yes
No
50,379

(0.04)
− 19.35**
(8.21)
Yes
Yes
Yes
50,379

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

persons aged 25–44. All models are estimated by OLS with robust standard errors clustered on states.
Table 1 reports estimates for the full sample of 5984 state legislative districts observed
between the 2001 and 2016 state legislative years, inclusive. We see Citizens Unitedinduced increases in the probability that a district is represented by a Republican legislator of approximately six to seven percentage points, relative to an average probability
Republican of 0.51 in the districts that are not treated and post-treatment; the estimates
are similar in magnitude to those reported by Klumpp et al. (2016). We also see Citizens
United-induced increases in the conservatism of state legislators’ preferences of approximately 0.10 NPAT points, relative to an average NPAT score of 0.03 in the districts that are
not treated districts being observed post-treatment. As noted above, however, that increase
in legislative conservatism in the treated states could be explained by electoral effects, preference effects, or both.
Table 2 replicates the foregoing models for the intercensal legislative years of
2003–2012, inclusive, for those districts with at least one pre-ruling and one post-ruling
observation during the period. Elections held before 2002 likely were conducted under
post-1990 districting plans, and elections held beginning in 2012 likely were conducted
under post-2010 redistricting plans. During the period between those election cycles,
redistricting is less likely to be a threat to inference. As reported in Table 2, both sets of
estimates are robust to restricting the sample period to the intercensal years. We see Citizens United-induced increases in the probability that a district is represented by a Republican legislator of approximately eight percentage points, relative to an average probability
Republican of 0.50 in the districts that are not treated districts being observed post-treatment, along with Citizens United-induced increases in the conservatism of state legislators’
preferences of approximately 0.13 NPAT points, relative to an average NPAT score of 0.02
in the districts that are not treated districts being observed post-treatment.
Finally, clustering errors by state may not adequately address the correlation of errors
across districts within states that all are treated at the same time in the same way (Bertrand
et al. 2004). Tables 11 and 12 in the Appendix replicate Tables 1 and 2 after aggregating district-level observations to the state level, for both the full period and for intercensal
years only; all estimates are robust to that alternative strategy.
Citizens United has a clear effect in state legislative districts for which NPAT estimates
are available, increasing both the likelihood that those districts were represented by Republican legislators, and the conservatism of the legislators representing them. We now turn
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Table 3  DD estimates of effects of Citizens United, 2001–2016 by party of Representatives in 2010 and
post-2010
Republican in 2010

Treated districts
post-treatment

Democratic in 2010

All R post-2010

Some D post2010

All D post-2010

Some R post2010

R

NPAT

R

NPAT

R

NPAT

R

NPAT

0.03

0.04

0.02

− 0.13

− 0.02

− 0.02

0.04

0.22**

(0.04)
− 94.08***
(14.46)
Yes
Yes
Yes
20,169

(0.05)
− 22.10
(15.23)
Yes
Yes
Yes
8353

(0.14)
− 2.71
(34.06)
Yes
Yes
Yes
8353

(0.03)
47.48***
(12.97)
Yes
Yes
Yes
16,552

(0.05)
45.02*
(25.84)
Yes
Yes
Yes
16,552

(0.03)
23.40
(15.15)
Yes
Yes
Yes
13,959

(0.10)
− 13.17
(27.87)
Yes
Yes
Yes
13,959

(0.02)
Constant
− 35.22***
(10.28)
District/year FE
Yes
State trends
Yes
Census covariates Yes
N
20,169

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

to distinguishing electoral from preference effects. We can group districts into mutually
exclusive categories based on the partisanship of their legislators during the pre- and postCitizens United periods. For example, districts represented by a Republican state legislator at the time of the ruling could have continued to elect Republican legislators during
the post-ruling period, or could have elected at least one Democratic legislator post-ruling. Districts represented by a Democratic state legislator at the time of the ruling could
have continued to elect Democratic legislators during the post-ruling period, or could have
elected at least one Republican legislator post-ruling.
The electoral effect of Citizens United shifted districts across those categories, increasing the likelihood that districts represented by a Republican state legislator at the time
of the ruling continued to elect Republican legislators during the post-ruling period,
and that districts represented by a Democratic state legislator at the time of the ruling
elected Republican legislators during the post-ruling period. By increasing the likelihood
that Republicans were elected in states affected by the ruling, the electoral effect would
have increased the within-district conservatism of state legislators in those states, simply
because Republican legislators generally are more conservative than Democratic legislators. A preference effect, by contrast, would have operated within the mutually exclusive
categories of state legislative districts, increasing the conservatism of legislators elected in
states affected by Citizens United even after controlling for electoral effects.
To distinguish preference from electoral effects we first restrict the sample to those state
legislative districts for which we can identify the party affiliation of the legislator representing the district in the legislative year 2010, at the time Citizens United was announced.
There are 3966 of those districts with at least one pre-ruling and at least one post-ruling
observation during the 2001–2016 legislative years. Tables 13, 14, 15 and 16 in the Appendix replicate the models reported in Tables 1, 2 and Tables 11, 12 in the Appendix for that
sample of districts. In all models we see the same patterns observed in Tables 1, 2 and
Tables 11, 12 in the Appendix, namely that Citizens United increased both the probability
that districts were represented by Republican legislators, and the conservatism of state legislators’ preferences.
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Table 4  DD estimates of effects of Citizens United, 2003–2012 by party of Representatives in 2010 and
post-2010
Republican in 2010

Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
District/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

Democratic in 2010

All R post-2010

Some D post-2010 All D post-2010

Some R post2010

R

NPAT

R

NPAT

R

NPAT

R

NPAT

0.03

0.05

0.01

− 0.13

0.00

0.04*

0.08

0.28**

(0.02)
− 38.54*
(22.55)
Yes
Yes
Yes
12,146

(0.04)
− 84.11**
(36.04)
Yes
Yes
Yes
12,146

(0.09)
− 48.91
(31.40)
Yes
Yes
Yes
5131

(0.17)
0.64
(57.39)
Yes
Yes
Yes
5131

(0.01)
40.14***
(14.53)
Yes
Yes
Yes
10,235

(0.02)
19.55
(24.72)
Yes
Yes
Yes
10,235

(0.06)
37.93*
(19.99)
Yes
Yes
Yes
8567

(0.13)
− 0.92
(37.87)
Yes
Yes
Yes
8567

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

We then look for preference effects within the four mutually exclusive categories of
legislative districts noted above. Table 3 reports DD estimates for the 2001–2016 legislative years for (a) the 1333 districts represented by a Republican legislator in 2010
that continued to elect only Republican representatives after 2010; (b) the 594 districts
represented by a Republican legislator in 2010 that elected at least one Democratic representative after 2010; (c) the 1107 districts represented by a Democratic legislator in
2010 that elected only Democratic representatives after 2010; and (d) the 932 districts
represented by a Democratic legislator in 2010 that elected at least one Republican representative after 2010.
Unsurprisingly, we see no evidence of electoral effects within any of those categories
of districts. Electoral effects move districts between the categories of districts, not within
them. For the first three categories of districts, we also see no preference effects. However,
in the last category of districts, namely those districts represented by a Democratic legislator in 2010 that elected at least one Republican representative afterwards, we see evidence
of preference effects: in those districts, legislators elected in treated districts post-treatment
were no more likely to be Republican than legislators elected in districts that were not
treated districts being observed post-treatment, but legislators elected in treated districts
post-treatment were 0.22 NPAT points more conservative in their voting behaviors, relative to an average NPAT score of 0.04 in the districts that were not treated districts being
observed post-treatment. Table 17 in the Appendix reports estimates after aggregating to
the state level; all estimates are robust to that alternative estimation strategy.
Table 4 reports estimates for the intercensal legislative years of 2003 to 2012, inclusive,
for those districts with at least one pre-ruling and one post-ruling observation during the
period. We again see that, in districts represented by a Democratic legislator in 2010 that
elected at least one Republican representative after 2010, legislators elected in treated districts post-treatment were no more likely to be Republican than legislators elected in districts that were not treated districts being observed post-treatment, but legislators elected
in treated districts post-treatment were 0.28 NPAT points more conservative in their voting
behavior, relative to an average NPAT score of − 0.10 in the districts that were not treated
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Table 5  DD estimates of effects
of Citizens United, 2003–2012
Districts with NPAT scores
2010–2012

Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
District/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

Republican in 2010

Democratic in 2010

Republican

NPAT

Republican

NPAT

0.05

0.04

0.08*

0.22**

(0.03)
− 40.54**
(17.63)
Yes
Yes
Yes
16,250

(0.05)
− 57.66*
(29.17)
Yes
Yes
Yes
16,250

(0.05)
31.19*
(16.64)
Yes
Yes
Yes
17,950

(0.08)
3.20
(29.09)
Yes
Yes
Yes
17,950

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

districts being observed post-treatment. As reported in Table 18 in the Appendix, the estimate is robust to collapsing to the state level.
We also see in Table 4 that, in districts represented by a Democratic legislator in 2010
that elected only Democratic representatives after 2010, no electoral effect again is evident,
but a slight preference effect is. However, as reported in Table 18 in the Appendix, that
estimate is not robust to aggregating to the state level.
We can distinguish preference from electoral effects further by restricting our attention
to the intercensal legislative years of 2003 through 2012, inclusive, and by parsing districts more finely into mutually exclusive categories. We have NPAT scores for 3574 state
legislative districts in 2010, 2011 and 2012, the years immediately bracketing the Court’s
ruling in Citizens United; 1707 of those districts were represented by a Republican legislator in the 2010 state legislative year and 1867 of them were represented by a Democratic
legislator in the 2010 state legislative year. As we saw in Tables 3 and 4, and as reported
in the first panel of Table 5, Citizens United has neither electoral nor preference effects
in the sample of districts represented by Republican state legislators in 2010. Instead, as
reported in the second panel of Table 5, any effects from Citizens United occurred in the
1867 districts represented by a Democratic legislator in the 2010 state legislative year. In
those districts, in states affected by Citizens United we see post-ruling increases in both the
probability of a Republican legislator and the conservatism of state legislators, relative to
states not affected by the ruling.
We additionally can parse districts in the sample of 1867 districts represented by a
Democratic state legislator in 2010, for which we have NPAT scores in both 2011 and
2012, in which we see effects from Citizens United. Four post-Citizens United outcomes
are possible for that sample of districts: they are represented by a Democratic legislator
in both 2011 and 2012 (1262 districts); they are represented by a Republican legislator in
both 2011 and 2012 (561 districts); they are represented by a Democratic legislator in 2011
but a Republican legislator in 2012 (34 districts); or they are represented by a Republican
legislator in 2011 but a Democratic legislator in 2012 (10 districts). Again, the electoral
effect of Citizens United moves districts between categories. Preference effects, however,
would operate within categories.
Table 6 reports estimates of the effects of Citizens United on legislators’ NPAT scores
for each of those four categories of districts. No preference effects are evident within
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Table 6  DD estimates of effects of Citizens United, 2003–2012 Districts with NPAT scores 2010–2012 and
Democratic legislators in 2010
2011 D/2012 D
Treated districts posttreatment
Constant
District/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

2011 R/2012 D

2011 D/2012 R

2011 R/2012 R

0.01

− 0.09

0.46***

0.35**

(0.02)
23.46
(29.20)
Yes
Yes
Yes
12,175

(0.64)
− 329.67*
(147.51)
Yes
Yes
Yes
75

(0.10)
73.77
(92.86)
Yes
Yes
Yes
327

(0.17)
− 24.60
(56.59)
Yes
Yes
Yes
5373

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
Table 7  Pretreatment covariate
balance, 2003–2010 Districts
with Democratic legislator in
2010 and Republican legislator
by 2012

Pre-matching

Post-matching

Control

Treated

Control

Treated

Proportion Republican

0.41

0.41

0.48

0.41

NPAT score
Median income
Proportion African American
Proportion bachelor’s
Proportion aged 18–24
Proportion aged 25–44
N

0.07
44,380
21.68
25.33
10.04
27.53
307

− 0.08
47,454
8.32***
26.22
10.10
27.15
288

− 0.06
49,778
8.57
28.28
9.90
27.93
152

− 0.08
47,454
8.32
26.22
10.10
27.15
288

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

districts that were represented by Democratic representatives in 2010 and that continued to
be represented by Democratic representatives in 2011 and 2012, or that were represented by
a Republican representative in 2011 and by a Democratic representative in 2012 (although
very few of such districts are observed). However, clear preference effects emerge for districts that were represented by a Republican representative in 2012, although not in 2011,
or that were represented by Republican representatives in both post-Citizens United years.
In the former districts, Republican state legislators replacing Democratic state legislators
in states affected by Citizens United moved their preferences 0.46 NPAT points in a more
conservative direction, relative to an average NPAT score of − 0.002 in the districts that
were not treated districts being observed post-treatment. In the latter districts, Republican
state legislators replacing Democratic state legislators in states affected by Citizens United
moved their preferences 0.35 NPAT points in a more conservative direction, relative to an
average NPAT score of 0.11 in the districts that were not treated districts being observed
post-treatment. Not only are preference effects of Citizens United evident, but those effects
arise only with the election of Republican state legislators by 2012, in districts represented
by Democratic state legislators in 2010.
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Table 8  CEM estimates of effects of Citizens United, 2003–2012 Districts with NPAT scores 2010–2012
Democratic legislators in 2010; Republican legislators by 2012

Treated districts post-treatment
Constant
All pretreatment covariates
N

Avg pct Republican

Avg NPAT score

0.02

0.17*

(0.01)
0.79***
(0.21)
Yes
440

(0.09)
− 1.35
(1.31)
Yes
440

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

4.3 CEM matching
We can explore the robustness of those preference effects by ensuring that they are not being
driven by variations in pretreatment characteristics. We first pool the 595 districts from Table 6
in which we find preference effects (districts with a Democratic representative in the 2010 legislative year and a Republican representative by the 2012 legislative year) and assess covariate
balance across treated and control districts on several pretreatment characteristics, all averaged
over observations available between 2003 and 2010. The first panel in Table 7 reports pretreatment balance for the 595 districts; the two samples are unbalanced only on pretreatment
average population proportions of African American.8 Districts in states that restricted independent spending by corporations prior to Citizens United have significantly fewer African
American residents than districts in states that did not impose those restrictions.
We match districts on pretreatment proportions of African American using Coarsened
Exact Matching (CEM) and Sturge’s rule to bin observations (Iacus et al. 2012).9 After
matching, 155 control districts are assigned zero weight. The second panel of Table 7
reports pretreatment covariate balance for the matched sample; no imbalances remain.
Table 8 reports post-matching estimates of the effects of Citizens United in the matched
sample, using district-level posttreatment average population proportions of Republican
and average NPAT scores as outcome variables, and controlling for all of the pretreatment
covariates reported in Table 7. The models are estimated using OLS with weights derived
from Coarsened Exact Matching on pre-ruling African American population proportions,
with robust standard errors clustered on states. As in the unmatched estimates, we see no
electoral effects within that sample; the effect of Citizens United within the sample is not
to increase the probability of selection of a Republican legislator. We continue, however,
to see preference effects after matching. Districts that transition from Democratic representatives in 2010 to Republican representatives by 2012, and that are otherwise similar
on observable pretreatment characteristics, elect Republican state legislators that are 0.17
NPAT points more conservative in districts affected by Citizens United, relative to an average posttreatment NPAT score of 0.64 in the control districts.

8
District-level average pretreatment covariates are regressed on whether the district is located in a treated
or control state; standard errors are clustered on states.
9
The results are robust to other coarsening strategies, including Scott’s rule, the Freedman–Diaconis rule,
and Shimazaki–Shinomoto’s rule.
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Table 9  Pre-ruling placebo
estimates of effects of Citizens
United
Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
District/year FE
Census covariates
N

Actual

2008

2006

2004

ruling

placebo

placebo

placebo

0.23**

0.18

0.03

0.09

(0.10)
1.79
(1.85)
Yes
Yes
5700

(0.12)
3.72
(2.82)
Yes
Yes
2606

(0.08)
2.45
(1.95)
Yes
Yes
3597

(0.14)
− 9.22*
(5.03)
Yes
Yes
2892

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

5 Pre‑ruling placebo tests
We explore the robustness of our findings further by performing a series of pre-ruling
placebo tests. We begin with the sample of 595 districts from Table 7 used in the CEM
exercise reported in Table 8, namely those districts with a Democratic state legislator in
the 2010 legislative year that had transitioned to a Republican state legislator by the 2012
legislative year. We report the within-district DD estimate of the effect of Citizens United
on state legislators’ NPAT scores for this set of districts, observed over the intercensal state
legislative years of 2003 through 2012. We then construct a placebo Citizens United ruling in each even year prior to 2010, such that the sample for each placebo test comprises
the set of state legislative years beginning with the state legislative year 2003 and ending
with the state legislative year 2 years after the placebo ruling; it includes the set of districts
that have Democratic state legislators in the year of the placebo ruling and that have transitioned to a Republican state legislator by the second year after the placebo ruling. For
each test we use Eq. 1 to estimate the within-district DD effect of Citizens United on state
legislators’ NPAT scores.10
Table 9 reports the estimates, both for the real Citizens United ruling and for placebo
rulings assumed to take place in 2008, 2006 and 2004. In districts with Democratic state
legislators in the year of the (actual or placebo) ruling, that then elect Republican state
legislators within 2 years after the (actual or placebo) ruling, a positive treatment effect on
state legislators’ preferences is found only after the actual Citizens United ruling, not after
any of the placebo rulings.

6 Voter ideology placebo tests
We also can challenge our identification strategy by analyzing voters’ ideological preferences. If the repeal of state-level prohibitions on independent spending by corporations
and unions in January of 2010 had an immediate impact on the state elections held in the
fall of 2010, we would not expect the causal path to have run through voters’ relatively

10
Because of the more limited time frame of these data we drop the state-specific linear time trends from
all models.
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Fig. 7  Average responses to
CCES 5-point ideology question

slowly evolving ideological preferences. Rather, it is more plausible that the causal path ran
through shorter-term campaign-induced factors such as differential turnout and/or priming
of voters’ candidate preferences.
If we were to find, therefore, that voters’ overall ideological dispositions became more
conservative post-treatment in the treated states, relative to the control states, that evidence
strongly would suggest that we are picking up not the short-term effect of Citizens United,
but rather some longer-term process of ideological change differentiating the treated states
from the control states. We can then use voters’ ideological dispositions in a placebo test.
If our primary findings in fact represent short-term effects of Citizens United, rather than
a longer-term effect of ideological change, then we would not expect voters’ ideological
dispositions to follow the same pattern as legislators’ preferences.
We source data on voters’ ideological dispositions from the Cooperative Congressional
Election Studies (CCES) for the years 2006–2017, inclusive. Figure 7 reports respondents’
average responses to a five-point ideology question, by treatment status, for the full sample of respondents and for those identifying as Democrats and Republicans on the CCES
seven-point party identification question.11 Few differences emerge across respondents in
control and treated states.

11
The five-point ideology question asks, “Thinking about politics these days, how would you describe your
own political viewpoint?” Possible answers are: Very Liberal, Liberal, Moderate, Conservative, Very Conservative, and Not Sure. We code Not Sure as missing; coding those responses alternatively as Moderate
does not change results qualitatively. The five remaining answers are coded from 1 to 5, increasing in conservatism. The seven-point party identification question asks, “Generally speaking, do you think of yourself
as a [REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT]? Would you call yourself a strong [REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT] or
a not very strong [REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT]? If Independent, do you think of yourself as closer to the
Republican or Democratic party?”
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The outcome of interest for the placebo test at hand is a respondent’s self-identified ideological preference, defined by respondent i in state s during year t. The outcome is assumed
to be generated by a slightly modified version of Eq. 1, where Xist is a vector of individuallevel covariates, namely indicator variables corresponding to categories for respondents’
household income, level of education, race, sex, employment status, response to the sevenpoint party identification question, as well as a continuous variable for respondent birth
year. Parameters 𝛼s are state fixed effects, 𝜇t are year fixed effects and 𝜑s t are state-specific
linear time trends in respondents’ ideological preferences. All models are estimated using
OLS with robust standard errors clustered on states.
Table 10 reports the coefficient on the interaction term SpendingBans × Post − CU t .
There are no significant post-ruling differences between respondents in treated and control
states.

7 Discussion
Increasingly large sums of money have flowed into US elections since the 1970s. As illustrated in Fig. 9 in the Appendix for House elections, the amount of money spent in these
campaigns is closely correlated with both the Republican share of the national popular vote
and mean Republican DW-NOMINATE scores. These trends may be not just correlated but
also causally related. Yet estimating the causal impact of money in elections is notoriously
plagued by multiple problems of endogeneity, leading to a host of contradictory findings
(Hall 2015).
In this article we leveraged the Supreme Court’s ruling in Citizens United (2010) to
identify the effect of campaign money in a particular context: state legislative elections
in states whose bans on independent spending were struck by the Supreme Court. Using
both traditional difference in differences (DD) designs as well as matching on pretreatment covariates, we found that the Citizens United-induced removal of state bans on
independent campaign expenditures appears not only to have led to the election of more
Republican state legislators (Klumpp et al. 2016), but also, for those districts represented by Democratic state legislators at the time of the ruling that elected Republican
state legislators by 2012, to have moved these districts in a more conservative direction. This finding does not appear in years prior to the Court’s ruling in Citizens United,
Table 10  CCES placebo
estimates of effects of Citizens
United, 2006–2017

CCES
5-point
ideology
Treated respondents post-treatment
Constant
State/year FE
State trends
Individual covariates
N

− 0.01
(0.01)
13.74***
(0.39)
Yes
Yes
Yes
317,334

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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and does not appear to have been generated by long-term shifts in voters’ ideological
dispositions.
While our findings are limited to the specific empirical context necessitated by our
research design, they may provide a causal underpinning for the more general observed
correlations between campaign money, votes for Republican candidates, and the conservatism of Republican candidates. Money may shift legislators’ policy positions in a
more conservative direction, a troubling prospect for a democracy based on the foundational principle that political influence is a property of citizenship, not of wealth.

Appendix
See Tables 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and Figs. 8, 9.

Table 11  DD estimates of effects
of Citizens United, 2001–2016,
collapsed to state level

Prob of R legislator
Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
State/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

NPAT score

0.08***

0.08***

0.13**

0.13**

(0.03)
4.21
(2.71)
Yes
Yes
No
751

(0.03)
1.97
(3.60)
Yes
Yes
Yes
751

(0.05)
− 22.34***
(5.28)
Yes
Yes
No
751

(0.06)
− 24.54***
(5.47)
Yes
Yes
Yes
751

Robust standard errors
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table 12  DD estimates of effects
of Citizens United, 2003–2012,
collapsed to state level

Prob of R legislator
Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
State/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

0.09**

0.09**

0.16**

0.17**

(0.04)
5.70
(4.03)
Yes
Yes
No
462

(0.04)
2.47
(7.12)
Yes
Yes
Yes
462

(0.08)
− 14.76*
(7.96)
Yes
Yes
No
462

(0.08)
− 18.10*
(10.68)
Yes
Yes
Yes
462

Robust standard errors
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Table 13  DD estimates of effects
of Citizens United, 2001–2016,
districts with 2010 NPAT scores

Prob of R legislator
Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
District/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

NPAT score

0.06**

0.06**

0.11**

0.11**

(0.02)
5.46**
(2.50)
Yes
Yes
No
59,033

(0.02)
1.73
(5.22)
Yes
Yes
Yes
59,033

(0.04)
− 23.94***
(4.38)
Yes
Yes
No
59,033

(0.04)
− 19.65**
(8.98)
Yes
Yes
Yes
59,033

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table 14  DD estimates of effects
of Citizens United, 2003–2012,
districts with 2010 NPAT scores

Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
District/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

Prob of R legislator

NPAT score

0.07***

0.07***

0.14***

0.14***

(0.02)
6.87**
(2.80)
Yes
Yes
No
36,079

(0.02)
− 0.67
(7.03)
Yes
Yes
Yes
36,079

(0.05)
− 15.94***
(5.26)
Yes
Yes
No
36,079

(0.05)
− 13.34
(10.26)
Yes
Yes
Yes
36,079

Standard errors clustered on states
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table 15  DD estimates of effects
of Citizens United, 2001–2016,
districts with 2010 NPAT scores,
collapsed to state level

Prob of R legislator
Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
State/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

NPAT score

0.06*

0.06*

0.11*

0.12*

(0.04)
10.50***
(3.44)
Yes
Yes
No
623

(0.04)
2.15
(5.71)
Yes
Yes
Yes
623

(0.07)
− 17.50**
(6.70)
Yes
Yes
No
623

(0.07)
− 21.34*
(10.70)
Yes
Yes
Yes
623

Robust standard errors
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Table 16  DD estimates of effects
of Citizens United, 2003–2012,
districts with 2010 NPAT scores,
collapsed to state level

Prob of R legislator
Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
State/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

NPAT score

0.10**

0.10**

0.19**

0.19**

(0.04)
10.32**
(4.55)
Yes
Yes
No
386

(0.04)
3.06
(7.55)
Yes
Yes
Yes
386

(0.09)
− 13.02
(9.11)
Yes
Yes
No
386

(0.09)
− 3.49
(12.84)
Yes
Yes
Yes
386

Robust standard errors
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
Table 17  DD estimates of effects of Citizens United, 2001–2016, by party of Representatives in 2010 and
post-2010, collapsed to state level
Republican in 2010

Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
District/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

All R post-2010

Some D post-2010 All D post-2010

Some R post2010

R

R

R

NPAT

NPAT

R

NPAT

NPAT

0.04

0.04

0.06

0.01

− 0.03

− 0.06

0.08

0.25*

(0.03)
− 23.93**
(10.70)
Yes
Yes
Yes
593

(0.05)
− 83.37***
(13.93)
Yes
Yes
Yes
593

(0.06)
− 24.43
(21.88)
Yes
Yes
Yes
549

(0.14)
− 20.32
(45.13)
Yes
Yes
Yes
549

(0.04)
46.86***
(13.55)
Yes
Yes
Yes
617

(0.07)
50.20*
(28.44)
Yes
Yes
Yes
617

(0.07)
38.96
(24.08)
Yes
Yes
Yes
601

(0.15)
15.51
(43.50)
Yes
Yes
Yes
601

Robust standard errors
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Table 18  DD estimates of effects of Citizens United, 2003–2012, by party of Representatives in 2010 and
post-2010, collapsed to state level
Republican in 2010

Treated districts
post-treatment
Constant
District/year FE
State trends
Census covariates
N

Democratic in 2010

All R post-2010

Some D post-2010

All D post-2010

Some R post2010

R

NPAT

R

NPAT

R

NPAT

R

NPAT

0.02

0.06

0.07

0.07

− 0.01

0.02

0.17

0.36*

(0.02)
− 18.91
(17.42)
Yes
Yes
Yes
367

(0.04)
− 58.19**
(21.53)
Yes
Yes
Yes
367

(0.10)
− 48.12
(36.87)
Yes
Yes
Yes
342

(0.21)
15.24
(63.93)
Yes
Yes
Yes
342

(0.02)
34.44*
(17.97)
Yes
Yes
Yes
382

(0.05)
23.48
(34.98)
Yes
Yes
Yes
382

(0.11)
43.65*
(25.84)
Yes
Yes
Yes
376

(0.20)
19.60
(47.82)
Yes
Yes
Yes
376

Robust standard errors
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Fig. 8  Bans on independent spending in 2010. Source: Klumpp et al. (2016)
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Fig. 9  National Republican House voteshare, mean House incumbent spending, and mean House Republican DW-NOMINATE scores. Sources: ICPSR (2013) and Center for Responsive Politics
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